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Clip(3((N!=!73)! 40! 23! 7! 2! 0! 1! 121!
Clip(4((N!=!73)! 49! 16! 3! 1! 0! 0! 94!
Both(Clips(





























































































































































































































































































































































































!! !! ! !! !!
"Frequency" 19! 22! 18! 1! 0!




!! !! !! !! !!
Frequency" 2! 3! 6! 0! 2!




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Mid<PD,(and(Post<PD(! Level!4! Level!3! Level!2! Level!1! Level!0!
Pre! 0%( 10%( 70%( 10%( 10%(
Mid! 15%( 23%( 15%( 8%( 38%(


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PD$! Level'4' Level'3' Level'2' Level'1' Level'0'
Pre' 14%$ 14%$ 36%$ 0%$ 36%$
Mid' 0%$ 40%$ 33%$ 0%$ 27%$














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Video)Response)Questions)Links!to!video!clips!that!teachers!responded!to:!! PreBPD!Clip!1:!http://www.kaltura.com/tiny/q1rkx!! PreBPD!Clip!2:!http://www.kaltura.com/tiny/tr99c  
 ! MidBPD!Clip!3:!http://www.kaltura.com/tiny/uebo2!! MidBPD!Clip!4:!http://www.kaltura.com/tiny/xbb2a  
 
 PostBPD!Clip!5:!http://www.kaltura.com/tiny/w059z!! PostBPD!Clip!6:!http://www.kaltura.com/tiny/lnmnr!



































































































Maximum+MQI+Noticing+statement+scores+for+each+participant+at+pre,+mid,+and+post<PD+Participant!ID! Max.!Pre! Max.!Mid! Max.!Post!
1111! 3! 4! 1!
1151! 3! 3! 3!
1152! 1! 4! 4!
1153! 1! 2! 2!
1156! 2! 2! 4!
1158! 1! 2! 1!
1351! 2! 3! 3!
1352! 3! 2! 3!
1353! 1! 3! 4!
1354! 2! 3! 3!
1355! 2! 4! 4!
1357! 2! 4! 4!
1359! 0! 2! 3!
1360! 3! 3! 4!
1361! 1! 3! 3!
1362! 2! 3! 3!
1363! 0! 4! 4!
1364! 2! 4! 4!
1365! 2! 4! 4!
1368! 2! 3! 3!
1370! 2! 2! 1!
1371! 1! 1! 4!
1607! 0! 3! 2!
1608! 1! 3! 3!
1609! 0! 4! 4!
1701! 0! 3! 3!
1702! 0! 3! 4!
1703! 1! 3! 4!




1706! 1! 2! 3!
1708! 1! 2! 1!
1709! 0! 3! 3!
1710! 1! 4! 3!
1711! 1! 3! 1!
1712! 1! 2! 3!
1713! 1! 4! 3!
1714! 1! 2! 2!
1715! 1! 4! 4!
1716! 1! 4! 1!
1717! 1! 4! 3!
1718! 4! 2! 1!
1720! 4! 3! 3!
1721! 1! 4! 4!
1722! 0! 3! 4!
1723! 3! 2! 2!
1724! 2! 3! 3!
1725! 1! 2! 1!
1801! 3! 4! 3!
1802 3 2 2 
1804 4 4 4 
1807 3 4 4 
1808 0 1 3 
1809 0 4 1 
1810 1 3 4 
1811 1 4 1 























































































































































































































































































































































































































Toni:& Think& about& what& we& said& about& groups& and& what& division& is& and& what&









































































Toni:& So&here& I&divided,& I&started&with&my&total;& I&divided& into&groups&and&figured&out&
how&many& in&each&group.& & I&am&now&going&to&take&my&answer&and& if& I&multiply& it&what&
should&I&end&up&with&again.&&What&should&I&end&up&with?&&I&should&end&up&with.&
&
Student:&Seventyitwo.&
! 197!
&
Toni:&I&should&end&up&right&back&with&my&total.&&So,&when&we&check&we&know&we&are&
starting&with&a&total&breaking&it&up&in&to&groups.&&When&we&multiply&back&we&should&end&
up&again&with&our&total&just&like&we&do&in&multiplication&anyway.&
%
%
